


Same and different 

◦ Let’s Split into groups of 3 

◦ Each group should write down a list of all the interesting things that you guys have in 

common (avoid obvious things, such as all being men or women) and something 

unique (differences) to each participant. 

◦ At the end of the 5 minutes, each group will share their list to the rest of the class.



Look at this picture to compare and 
contrast….



Let’s define these words…

◦ Volunteer

◦ Charity

◦ Dreadful 

◦ Horrendous

◦ Unblemished

◦ Imperfection.

◦ Gleaming 





What do you consider giving back to 
the community?
◦ Building a house

◦ Tutoring children

◦ Visiting hospital patients

◦ Planting trees in the park

◦ Reading to the blind.









Let’s listen to CD (1.06) and check the 
main ideas you hear.
◦ Community service includes volunteering time and service to help others.

◦ Volunteers work in different types of public institutions.

◦ People often do community service for altruistic reasons.

◦ Community service includes both service and manual labor.

◦ Fulfilling your obligations is a form of community service.

◦ Altruism is concern for others.

◦ Altruism has nothing to do with the doer, rather it’s about the recipient 



Based on the previous listening. Let’s circle the 
best answer to complete the sentences. 

◦ 1. Community service is helpful/ not helpful to college applications. 

◦ 2. Community service is volunteering time and service to those who are less fortunate / more fortunate.

◦ 3. A school is an example of an institution / individual.

◦ 4. Reading to the blind/ Building a house is an example of manual labor.

◦ 5. When they start, some volunteers’ main motivation is to improve their resumes/ earn money.

◦ 6. Overall, most people do community service because it looks good on job applications/ they care about others.

◦ 7. Altruism is concern for others/ for yourself.

◦ 8.Volunteering to help other is virtue/ duty.

◦ 9. Altruism is doing something because it is your duty/ you want to.



Discuss: What are the benefits and drawbacks of community service?

BENEFITS                                                               DRAWBACKS

College applications - Mental nourishment -Not enough money- Not enough time- Teamwork 



Incorporate sentences like: 

I think doing community service will help

It has a great impact on

Its actually an unnecessary act of

Such things shouldn’t obligatory 



Let’s use these transition words:
for example, for instance, such as, like, in 

other words 
◦ _________________, some volunteers tutor children who need help in their studies in summer 

school programs.

◦ A lot of volunteers work in hospitals. _____________, they donate time to visiting patients who 
have no relatives or run errands for busy doctors and nurses.

◦ Sometimes volunteers do manual labor ____________ helping build a house or planting trees in 
a local park.

◦ It could also be something very simple, ____________ providing transportation for people who 
can’t drive.

◦ _____________, giving up a day to build a house for a less fortunate family that you may never 
even meet is altruism.





Oral Quiz 1

◦ Talk about how nourishment and the community are related.

◦ Think  of ways to treat our community while incorporating our health into the 

conversation.

◦ Does emotional nourishment play any kind of role in the community?

◦ Could it have an effect on community service as well?


